
Bulletin
03. - 06. August, 2016., Cres island

L I P I C A O P E N5 day orienteering event
MARINA & Riccardo 

rooms Beli

Day1 Day2 Day3 Day4
Class Length Climb (m) Length Climb (m) Length Climb (m) Length Climb
M10 1,5 10 2,1 10 1,5 25 1,6 45
M10 Shadowed 1,5 10 2,1 10 1,5 25 1,6 45
M12 2,1 15 2,4 30 1,7 35 2 60
M14 3 35 3,2 70 2,3 45 2,8 105
M16 3,5 65 4,3 110 2,6 60 3,6 150
M18 4,6 120 5,7 200 2,9 75 4,6 195
M20 4,9 135 6 215 3 80 5 195
M21B 3,5 65 4,3 110 2,6 60 3,6 150
M21A Short 3,9 95 4,2 160 2,6 70 4,2 165
M21A Long 4,9 135 6 215 3 80 5 195
M21 Ultimate 5,5 150 5,7 190 2,9 80 4,9 200
M21E 5,6 155 6,8 230 3,3 90 5,4 240
M35 4,9 145 5,6 190 2,9 80 4,7 185
M 35 Ultimate 4,5 115 2,1 170 2,7 75 4,3 175
M40 4,6 120 5,7 200 2,9 75 4,6 195
M45 4,1 100 5 180 2,8 75 4,5 180
M50 4,1 105 4,6 175 2,7 70 4,3 185
M55 3,9 95 4,2 160 2,6 70 4,2 165
M60 3,1 55 3,6 85 2,6 65 3,4 135
M65 3 60 3,3 80 2,4 60 3 110
M70 2,6 50 3,2 50 2,3 55 2,9 100
W10 1,5 10 2,1 10 1,5 25 1,6 45
W10 Shadowed 1,5 10 2,1 10 1,5 25 1,6 45
W12 2,1 15 2,4 30 1,7 35 2 60
W14 2,7 35 2,7 55 2,1 55 2,5 85
W16 3 35 3,2 70 2,3 45 2,8 105
W18 3,6 85 4,4 170 2,6 70 3,9 155
W20 3,9 100 5 175 2,8 75 4,3 175
W21B 2,7 35 2,7 55 2,1 55 2,5 85
W21A Short 3,3 80 3,3 70 2,4 70 3,5 145
W21A Long 3,9 95 4,2 160 2,6 70 4,2 165
W21 Ultimate 4,1 100 4,8 160 2,6 70 4,2 170
W21E 4,9 145 5,6 190 2,9 80 4,7 185
W35 3,9 100 5 175 2,8 75 4,3 175
W35 Ultimate 4,1 100 4,8 160 2,6 70 4,2 170
W40 3,6 85 4,4 170 2,6 70 3,9 155
W45 3,1 55 3,6 85 2,6 65 3,4 135
W50 3,3 80 3,3 70 2,4 70 3,5 145
W55 3 60 3,3 80 2,4 60 3 110
W60 2,6 50 3,2 50 2,3 55 2,9 100
W65 2,6 50 3,2 50 2,3 55 2,9 100
W70 2,6 50 3,2 50 2,3 55 2,9 100
Beginners 2,1 15 2,4 30 1,7 35 2 60
OPEN A 4,1 100 5 180 2,8 75 4,5 180
OPEN B 4,1 105 4,6 175 2,7 70 4,3 185
OPEN C 2,7 35 2,7 55 2,1 55 2,5 85

Course lengths Bubo cup 2016



General information:
Open hours of competition office:
August 2nd: 17:00 - 20:00, Cres, Primary school playground
August 3rd: 7:00 - 12:00, Finish area, Cres, Primary school playground
August 4th - 6th: 7:00 - 12:00, Finish area Srednji
  
Competition office and Finish areas coordinates: 
Cres, Primary school playground: 44.961402, 14.409969
Srednji above Beli village: 45.111563, 14.335844

Organizers: URSUS OUTDOOR, LAG Volim Beli, DROT, TJ Slovan

Event type: 4 day event. Results of 4 days sum up for the final 
classification.

Distances: Parking --- Finish area: 
Stage 1: 0 - 1500m
Stages 2, 3 & 4: 0-100m

First start: 8:30 all days

Maps scales:
Stages 1, 2 & 4: 1 : 7500, E = 5m
Stage 3: 1:5000, E = 2,5m

Map protection: maps will be printed on Pretex synthetic paper, which 
is water resistant. However, if you prefer running with map in plastic 
bag, it will be possible to get one in info tent. Plastic bag may not fit the 
map size, so map folding might be neccessary if using plastic bag.

Control descriptions: upon registration each competitor will get a 
sheet of paper with control descriptions for all 4 days. It is competitor’s 
responsibility to cut out the control descriptions for each stage and not 
lose the sheet. Control descriptions will not be available at the start. 
They will be printed on the maps for all stages. In case competitor loses 
or forgets her/his control description sheet, it will be possible to get 
it at Info tent. We reserve the right  to charge any additional Control 
description sheets 1 EUR (Controls descriptions for all days). 

Taking maps and giving them back: at the start, each competitor 
takes the map at his own responsibility. Therefore, before you start to 
run, check the map title to make sure that the one with correct course 
was taken. Runners will not be asked for their maps after finishing race. 
Therefore, you are kindly asked for fair play - do not show your map to 
the runners who haven’t started yet! Otherwise you risk disqualification.

Number bibs: all competitors are obliged to wear number bib on their 
chest! Otherwise they risk disqualification and rejection at start. 

Refreshment on the course: refreshement points will be provided on 
longer courses on stages 1, 2 and 4. This will be marked accordingly on 
the map.

SI cards: possible to rent for 2€ per stage or 8€ per 4 stages. Lost or 
unreturned SI card costs 50€. Upon renting you will be asked for 50€ 
deposit (per card) or a personal document (optionally), which you will 
be given back as SI card is returned.

Beginners, Open and MW10-shadowed: girls and boys in M10-
shadowed and W10-shadowed classes and participants in Open and 
Beginners classes will have open start, which means that they can come 
to the start whenever it suits them, ask for the next minute and start. 
Unlike other classes, Beginners, Open 1, Open 2, Open 3 and MW10-
shadowed will use start control.

Time limit: 2 hours and 30 minutes for all stages, except for the 3rd 
stage when it’s 90 minutes. As soon as the last starters’ time limit 
expires we will start to collect controls from the forest.

Prize giving: after 4th stage, as soon as first 3 in all classes are clear 
small symbolic prizes will awarded. Normally that would be around 
12:00. There will be no prize giving for the classes with open start 
where shadowing is allowed: Beginners, Open1, Open2, Open3, 
M10-shadowed, W10-shadowed.

Tents: clubs are allowed to pitch a tent during stages 2, 3 & 4.

Kids’ course and Kindergarden: there will be free of charge 
Kindergarden organized on all stages. Maps for Kid’s course will be 
available at the info point. Kindergarden will open 30 min before first 
start each day. Children should be accompanied by their parents. For 
Kid’s course no SI card is required and entry is free of charge.

Insurance and medical assistance: competitors are not insured by 
organizer. Organizer takes no responsibility for any injuries or health 
issues that might happen or occur among the participants before, 
during or after  Bubo cup 2016. Each competitor takes part solely on 
his/her own responsibility. Medical assistance will be provided, however. 
An emergency medical car with doctor will be present at all stages in 
the Finish arena. Any costs of urgent transport to the hospital shall be 
covered by competitors.

Water: Water for drinking will be available in Finish area as well as on 
courses of three stages (1, 2 and 4)

Fresh water is scarce in the northern part of island, so we kindly ask you 
to use it sparingly (for drinking only, not for washing).

Fire risk: it is strictly forbidden to make any kind of fire, including 
using the gas stove in any place on island, except in designated 
places (official camps). Any observed violation will result in ban 
from competition!

“Wild” camping: it is strictly forbidden to camp (be it in tent,  
motorhome or anything alike) in the forest or any place other than 
designated by organizer or accommodation providers.  This will be 
monitored in the competition area and any violation will result in ban 
from competition. 

Traffic in Beli village: Beli is a pictureque little village, designed before 
tourism became popular :). Parking spaces are limited in summer time, 
so we kindly suggest that, unless you are accommodated in the village, 
do not enter it by car.
You can reach Beli village on foot from Finish arena in Srednji, as you 
can see on the extract of the hiking map. 

3. During summer time, there is a small “train” taking passangers 
from Beli beach (Lučica Beli) to Pansion Tramontana (NW edge of the 
village). This train is payable, but will cover the main uphill for you when 
you go back from Beli beach to Finish arena. The distance between 
Finish arena in Srednji and Beli beach is some 2500m and 320m height 
difference.

Pansion Tramontana

Stages 2, 3 and 4 - Srednji, Tramuntana:
Venue: Srednji, Cooridnates: 45.111563, 14.335844, marked from road 
to Beli village. 

Terrain: Beautiful area in Tramuntana forest. Interesting forms, partly as 
a consequence of bauxite mining long time ago. Runability ranging from 
very good (particularly Stage 3) to difficult. Some open parts as well as 
some very rocky areas.

Maps: 
Stages 2 & 4: Tramuntana 1:7500, E=5m
Stage 3: Srednji, 1 : 5000, E=2,5m, ISSOM

Course planners  Jaka Piltaver

Distances to start:  
Stage 2: 1700m, 55m climb
Stage 3: 460m, 30m climb
Stage 4: 200m

Refreshment on the course: 
Stage 2: YES, all but shortest courses
Stage 3: NO
Stage 4: YES, all but shortest courses

MARINA & Riccardo 

rooms Beli

Results on WiFi network: in order to use live results service in the 
Finish area you need to have device with WiFi (smartphone, laptop...) 
In the finish area, reasonably close to Finish tent, there will be available 
WiFi network (Bubo cup). Once you connect to our network you only 
need to start your browser and refresh it. Live results will appear. Note 
that service will only be available after the first start each day. To get 
updated results, you will need to refresh your browser.

Training:  each competitor can get a free of charge map of Cres town 
(1:2500). No controls will be set in the town.

Stage 1 - Cres olive groves:
Venue: Cres town, Primary school,  COORDINATES: 44.961402, 14.409969

Terrain: Very unique area. Vegetation either open or olive groves. Often 
very hard to cross due to stony ground and countless stone walls. Watch 
your step!

Map: Creski maslinici, 1 : 7500, 5m

Course planner: Jaka Piltaver

Distance to start: 1200m 

Refreshment on the course: YES, all but shortest courses (MW10/12..)
Special notes: 

1. Dislocated Finish control: Finish control will be dislocated from the 
Finish arena and the read out tent. Competitors will walk this distance. 
Do not forget to read out your SI card when you come to Finish tent!

Distance from Finish control to Finish arena (read out tent): 1200m

2. Map: was made by top Slovak mapper Robert Miček, however due to 
specific terrain it does take some time to “get into” the map. Once you 
get to understand it, orienteering becomes joy :)! Take first controls easy!

Special symbols:

...........  small ruined stone wall, very easy to cross
 
 ground covered with small stones, most often used for 
 long piles of small stones. Grey color is very important for   
 navigation on this map.

3. Stone walls: are sometimes hard to cross. Normally only walls which 
are represented with the regular normal stone wall symbol (          ) are 
problematic. Try to avoid them, and always look for the passages, not 
ruining the newly shaped walls. That is also the fastest way to move in 
this terrain. 

4. Parking: there will be no organized parking for competitors. However, 
there are several payable Parking places in Cres town, as marked on 
the  map. If you’re staying in Cres or in Kamp Kovačine, please consider 
coming on foot and not using the car.  

Special notes: 

1. Road from Sv. Petar to Srednji is a low quality, quite narrow dirt road 
where it is not so easy for two cars to meet. Start will last only for some 
90min, therefore we expect that last arrival to Finsih arena will happen 
before first departures. In any case we strongly recommend not to leave 
the area before 9:30!

2. Dislocated Finish control on STAGE 2: Finish control on Stage 2 will 
be dislocated from the Finish arena and the read out tent. Competitors 
will walk this distance. Do not forget to read out your SI card when 
you come to Finish tent!

Distance from Finish control to Finish arena (read out tent): 900m

3. Check general information for info on traffic in Beli village.


